
 
 
 
 

PRESS RELEASE 

THE ORGANISATIONAL SUCCESS OF THE CGIL TRADE UNION NATIONAL 
ASSEMBLY KICKS OFF THE FULL SEASON OF EVENTS AT THE PALACONGRESSI 
DI RIMINI. 

Rimini, 16 February 2022 –Back to full business as usual at the Palacongressi di Rimini, as the successful 
national assembly of the CGIL trade union gets underway. 

The trade union assembly gathered 1,097 delegates to Rimini during the three-day meeting, attracting 
over 3,000 people to the hotels and public establishments in the area. 

Once again, Rimini proves itself to an ideal congress destination for national conferences scheduled by 
trade unions and political parties. The entire system inherits an important tradition and with the 
ongoing regeneration of the city, important developments are in store. 

In addition to the steady flow of corporate meetings, guaranteeing the Palacongressi pre-Covid capacity 
levels, soon it will be the turn of the 49th National AMCLI Congress - Italian Clinical Microbiologists 
Association - which will be hosted from 26 February to 1 March. Over 800 attendees are expected in 
the city for the event. 

As Spring draws near, from 10 to 12 March, the venue will open the XXII National SIDP Congress - Italian 
Society of Periodontology. The event will also be a preview of what’s to come at the Expodental 
exhibition, scheduled in Rimini from 19 to 21 May. Further proof of the consolidation of economic trade 
fairs and events in our area. 1,000 participants are expected at the national congress 

Other events scheduled for the end of March in Rimini include: Sintonie. High-End Video Exhibition on 
March 26/27, the 23rd edition of the most famous Italian event dedicated to the latest trends in audio 
systems. It will befollowed by MIR Tech (Rimini Expo Centre, March 27-29), the only fair in Italy 
dedicated to audio, video, and lighting technologies for concerts, shows, events and locations. 
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FOCUS ON ITALIAN EXHIBITION GROUP 

Italian Exhibition Group (IEG), listed on the MTA (screen-based stock exchange) organised and managed by Borsa Italiana S.p.A., has built up over the 
years, through its Rimini and Vicenza venues, a position of domestic leadership in the organisation of trade fairs and conferences, and has developed its 
foreign activities - also through joint ventures with global or local organisers, in the United States, United Arab Emirates, China, Mexico, India - which 
have positioned it among the leading European operators in the sector. 

This press release contains forecasts and estimates that reflect the current opinions of the management ("forward-looking statements") especially with 
regard to future operating performance, realization of investments, ca This press release contains forecasts and estimates that reflect the current 
opinions of the management ("forward-looking statements") especially with regard to future operating performance, realization of investments, cash 
flow trend and evolution of the financial structure. The forward-looking statements are by their nature a component of risk and uncertainty because they 
depend on the occurrence of future events. Actual results may differ significantly from those announced, in relation to a plurality of factors including, but 
not limited to: trends in the out-of-home catering market and tourist flows in Italy, trend in the gold and jewellery market, trend of the green economy 
market; evolution of the price of raw materials; general macroeconomic conditions; geopolitical factors and developments in the regulatory framework. 
Furthermore, the information contained in this press release does not purport to be complete, nor has it been verified by independent third parties. The 
projections, estimates and objectives presented here are based on the information available to the Company at the date of this release.  

 


